openSUSE Lizards user blog platform is deprecated, and is going to be closed turned into a read only archive.

Planet openSUSE will now become the primary source of the openSUSE news from the community. You can easily create your own blog using GitHub Pages or Gitlab Pages. You can later add your blog to Planet openSUSE using the instructions. We also recommend openSUSE News on Github as a place to submit your openSUSE related articles.

For YaST Team news, please see their official website instead

If you haven't received an archive of your Lizards blog to your email address, or you have any further questions about this, please send an email to openSUSE Admins

Subtasks:
tickets # 48311: Export lizards-o-o database and send out contents to writers  
Resolved

History
#1 - 2020-03-18 01:03 - hellcp
- Private changed from Yes to No

#2 - 2020-03-18 15:48 - hellcp
When all the depending tasks are closed, https://gitlab.infra.opensuse.org/infra/salt/-/merge_requests/358 can be merged to start hosting lizards locally based on the GH snapshot

#3 - 2020-03-18 23:45 - hellcp
You can check out https://lizards-test.opensuse.org to see how the site will look after switching over

#4 - 2020-03-21 19:21 - hellcp
- Status changed from In Progress to Closed

Everything is switched over and lizards is dead